SELECTED RECENT eAudio & eBooks
(L) = Libby  (H) = Hoopla  (A) = Audio

Annie Korzen: Funny, Jewish, & Live by Annie Korzen
(B) (A)

Bessie by Linda Kass
(H) (A)

A Brilliant Life by Rachelle Unreich
(L) (A)

Daughter of History by Susan Suleiman
(H)

Jewish Pride by Ben M. Freeman
(H) (A)

Judaism is About Love by Shai Held
(L)

1000 Jewish Recipes by Faye Levy
(L)

Such Good Girls by R.D. Rosen
(L)

SELECTED RECENT MUSIC ON HOOPLA

The best way to find music through Hoopla is to isolate the format (a drop down next to the search box) to music. Then, search by artist, album title, genre, or even using terms such as “Jewish American.”

SELECTED STREAMING VIDEO ON HOOPLA OR KANOPY (For Brighton residents & availability may change)

About Face: Jewish Refugees in the Allied Forces
(K)

American Jews: Where Are We Now?
(H)

Art of Faith: Judaism
(K)

The Jewish Americans
(K)

The Jewish Cardinal
(H)

Jews & Baseball
(H)

FOR FUN: Listen to “The Goldbergs,” one of the earliest radio entertainment programs to authentically explore Jewish life in America. Search for “Goldbergs.” UCLA F&T Archive YouTube channel.

www.youtube.com/@UCLAFTArchive

Databases

Ancestry.com is the world’s largest online family history resource. While you are at BML, discover your history, and start your family tree.

General OneFile: Find an article on almost any topic in Jewish history. Go to www.brightonlibrary.org, choose “Databases,” then “News & Research,” then “General OneFile.” Try typing keywords “Jewish history” to start, the database will offer related terms that might be useful in your search.

Pronunciator is an online language learning program that teaches practical conversation in 100+ languages. Learn Hebrew or Yiddish from home through self-directed lessons, live teachers, movies, music, and more. Go to www.brightonlibrary.org, choose “Databases,” then “Buying/Legal/Language,” then “Pronunciator,” then “Instant Access,” and finally “Launch Pronunciator.”

Online Resources


Jewish Book Council www.jewishbookcouncil.org/books/reading-lists


PJLibrary Books, music, stories, holidays, recipes, and more for families and children. pjlibrary.org/home

Rochester Jewish Book Festival corochester.org/arts-culture/jewish-book-festival

Rochester Jewish Film Festival corochester.org/arts-culture/jewish-film-festival


“Top 100 Jewish Books” by Rabbi Miriam T. Spitzer. www.myjewishlearning.com/article/top-100-jewish-books/

Yiddish Book Center www.yiddishbookcenter.org

Books and More! Ask a BML librarian for help locating these and other resources on American Jewish History & Life.

Updated 5.2024

KEY: LP = Large Print | BOC = Book on CD

*Some titles listed in this brochure may be available in eBook or eAudiobook formats through the Libby app and/or Hoopla.
## Nonfiction Books

**The Chosen:** The Hidden History of Admission and Exclusion at Harvard, Yale, and Princeton  
by Jerome Karabel  
378.161 KAR

**If All the Seas Were Ink:** by Ilana Kurshan  
296.1206 KUR

**Jerusalem: The Biography:**  
by Simon Sebag Montefiore  
956.9442 SEB

**America's Jewish Women: A History from Colonial Times to Today:** by Pamela Nadell  
305.4889 NAD

**The Jewish Deli:** by accordion (also BOC)  
979.494 ROS

**The Book Smugglers:** by David Fishman  
940.5318 FIS

**The City Beautiful:**  
by Gordon Korman  
979.494 ROS

**The Blackbird Girls:**  
by Veera Hiranandani  
296.1206 KUR

**The Blood Years:** by Elana K. Arnold  
YA 940.5318 BAT

**The Life and Crimes of Hoodie Rosen:** by Isaac Blum  
YA 940.5318 BAT

**The Light Between Us:**  
by Andrew Xia Fukuda  
YA 940.5318 BAT

**American Doll:** by Elisa Boxer  
J940.548

**Write On, Irving Berlin:** by Leslie Kimmelman  
J940.548

**The Dubious Pranks of Shaindy Goodman:** by Elana K. Arnold  
YA 940.5318 BAT

**Rebbe: The Life and Teachings of Menachem M. Schneerson:** by Joseph Telushkin  
296.8332 TEL (also BOC)

**For a Lost World:** by Michael Frank  
940.5318 BAT

**Hidden Hope: How a Toy and a Hero Saved Lives During the Holocaust:** by Elisa Boxer  
J940.548

**The Book Rescuer: How a Toy and a Hero Saved Lives During the Holocaust:** by Elisa Boxer  
J940.548

**Madame Alexander: The Creator of the Iconic American Doll:** by Susan Goldman Rubin  
J940.548

**Ruth Bader Ginsburg: The Case of R.B.G. vs. Inequality:** by Jonah Winter  
J940.548

**The Field of Dreams:** by James Stewart  
828.4363 JAR

**Come From Away:** by Irene Sankoff & David Hein  
347.7326 DAL

**The Assignment:** by Liza Wiemer  
979.494 ROS